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GLOVES

VERMONTER

MATERIALS LINER CUFF

OPTIONALGOAT LEATHER 2” GOAT LEATHER
Our flagship work glove, unchanged 
since 1920. The highest-performing 
work glove on planet earth, hand 
stitched in Randolph, Vermont. Made of 100% goat leather, this 
hand-saver is perfect for daily wear. This glove is equally at 
home braaping a chainsaw, weeding the roses. These workhors-
es routinely outlast hardware store glove 5:1 and to top it all off: 
they look fresh as hell.

KEY FEATURES:
100% goat leather
Outseam stitching for dexterity & durability
Reinforced heavy wear points
Can be four-season glove with liner

VTG-VERMONTER-(SIZE)SKU:

UPHILL SKIER
The baddest raddest ski glove this 
side of the Himalayas, hand-stitched in 
Randolph, Vermont. Made of 100% 
goat leather and waxed canvas, these leathers are perfect for 
riding the lifts or skinning up secret glades. This versatile ski glove 
comes with a removable merino wool liner - to keep your digits 
extra toasty. Since they’re removable, you can pack an extra pair of 
liners for the long haul.

GOAT LEATHER,
WAXED CANVAS

3½” WAXED CANVAS,
CINCHABLEREMOVABLE

KEY FEATURES:
All natural materials
Outseam stitching for dexterity & durability
Cinchable cuff, to keep the gunk out
Leash loop to help out your lizard brain

VTG-SKI-(SIZE)SKU:

WOOL LINER N/AN/AMERINO WOOL

KEY FEATURES:
79% Merino Wool, 19% Nylon, 2% Elastic
Seamless knit for comfort
Extra Versatile

Our signature seamless-knit merino 
wool liner magically transforms summer 
gloves into winter gloves. Knit in our 
100% renewable energy-powered factory in Randolph, Vermont, 
these liners add flexibilty to your Vermont Glove lineup. Keep a few 
extra pairs on hand to swap out the gnarly for a dry pair at the top 
of the mountain, or y’know, just wash them occasionally. Designed 
for our gloves, if your hands run cold you can even wear these in our 
mittens for an extra layer of protection against the elements.

VTG-LINER-(SIZE)SKU:

TUTTLE WOVENSEWN-IN
It doesn’t get more purple than this, 
folks. Our brand-new all purpose hand 
furnace is an insulated version of our 
flagship work glove. Made of 100% full grain goat leather, they’ll 
stand up to your toughest winter work, whether you’re running a 
logging chain or a splitboard. The genuine Vermont Glove purple 
woven cuff keeps out the cold and the crud, and tucks in under your 
jacket cuff. 

Fred Tuttle was an infamous dairy farmer from Tunbridge, VT who became a movie star, then ran in the 1996 Republican Senate primary, defeating Jack 
McMullen, a wealthy carpetbagging businessman from MA. Fred was a 5th generation Vermonter, a tough old cuss who milked cows by hand and lamented the 
changing of times from the goodle days. Everyone’s moving too fast, no one visits anymore, farms are selling out, and no one wants to work hard anymore. The 
Tuttle is our tribute to Fred and the hard working legacy that Vermonters value.

ABOUT THE NAME

VTG-TUTTLE-(SIZE)SKU:

GOAT LEATHER
ARCYLIC CUFF

KEY FEATURES:
100% goat leather
Outseam stitching for dexterity & durability
Woven cuff, for wind, weather & crud protection
Sewn-in 6oz. wool/poly liner



MITTENS
MATERIALS LINER CUFF

JEEZUM
WOVENSEWN-IN

The mitten counterpart to the Tuttle, 
these mitts are made of 100% goat 
leather with the same genuine Vermont 
Glove purple woven cuff. The schmutz-proof cuff does not discrimi-
nate against wrist sizes - all are welcome here. The sewn-in 100% 
recycled poly liner keeps your paws toasty no matter where you’re 
ripping. If you’ve been dreaming of a fully lined goat leather mitten 
with a knit cuff, this is the glove of your dreams. 

VTG-JEEZUM-(SIZE)SKU:

GOAT LEATHER
ARCYLIC CUFF

KEY FEATURES:
100% goat leather & 100% recycled polyester
Outseam stitching for dexterity & durability
Woven cuff, for wind, weather & crud protection
A mitten for cold occasions

Jeezum crow is Vermontspeak for “holy shit.” This phrase is ubiquitous - you hear it on every street corner, barn and mountaintop. Jeezum is as mundane as it 
is superlative. It is quintessentially Vermont. As in, jeezum that’s a big possum, or jeezum I can’t believe you ate the XL creemee or jeezum, you’re not gonna 
believe these mitts. 

ABOUT THE NAME

CHOPPERS MITT GOAT LEATHER,
RECYCLED POLY CUFFLESSSEWN-IN

KEY FEATURES:
100% goat leather & 100% recycled polyester
Outseam stitching for dexterity & durability
Cuffless, for durability and a clean look
A mitten for all occasions

Our flagship mitten, the last one you’ll 
ever need. Made of 100% goat leather 
with a sewn-in recycled polyester liner, 
this mitt can chop a cord of wood or accompany you to the store. 
Easy on easy off, the toasty goat cavern keeps your fingers warm  on 
the frostiest jaunts, and the goat leather exterior provides protec-
tion from whacks, bangs, bumps and crushes. If we say so ourselves, 
this is basically the perfect all-purpose mitten.

VTG-CHOP-(SIZE)SKU:

JEFFLO MITT GOAT LEATHER,
WAXED CANVAS

3½” WAXED CANVAS,
CINCHABLESEWN-IN

KEY FEATURES:
Sewn-in recycled poly liner for warmth
Outseam stitching for dexterity & durability
Cinchable cuff, to keep the sludge out
Leash loop to help out your lizard brain

This mitt is our answer to February at 
3,000 ft. With a sewn-in recycled 
polyester liner and all of our classic 
features. They’re rugged as a buck, warm as a polar bear, and 
designed for hard use - this mitt can go up, down and around the 
mountain. Named after two prominent, visionary members of our 
Randolph community who passed away too early, we honor their 
legacy and values with these all-terrain mitts.

VTG-JEFFLO-(SIZE)SKU:

The JEFFLO Mitt takes its name from two adventurers who embodied a love of the outdoors and their community: Jeff and Flo Tolbert.
Braving the Vermont winter air with determination and joy, Jeff could be seen nearly every day on the slopes, carving his mark on the Green Mountains as the 
Olympian he was, gladly sharing the lift seat with others who shared his passion for the outdoors. Flo would bundle up in her coziest winter chic as the car 
warmed up in the driveway to take her to teaching, her glory days of paragliding a ready memory to be told in stories for similarly intrepid students. Let all of us 
hope to live life so boldly as Jeff and Flo did.

ABOUT THE NAME



SEAMLESS POINTER FINGER 
FOR PERFORMANCE

VERMONT GLOVE UNIQUE 
THUMB CONSTRUCTION

DOUBLE WALLED PALM 
FOR LONGEVITY

DOUBLE WALLED TIPS

SEAMS POSITIONED BEHIND 
FINGERTIPS FOR DEXTERITY

SEAMS SOFTEN AND ROLL 
BACK WHEN BROKEN IN

DOUBLE STITCHED SEAMS

ADDITIONAL WELT ON SECOND 
SEAM FOR REINFORCEMENT

ACTUALLY MADE IN 
OUR OWN FACTORY IN 
RANDOLPH, VERMONT

VEIN PROTECTOR
2” GOAT LEATHER 
CUFF FOR DURABILITY

OUTSEAM STITCHING 
FOR COMFORT

AS SEEN IN:

WHY GOAT LEATHER?
Due to high levels of lanolin, goat 
leather is soft, supple and extremely 
durable, even through many wet/dry 
cycles. Other leathers have fewer oils, 
causing them to become dry and brittle 
over time. Basically, goat leather is 
perfect and that’s why we’ve used it for 
over 100 years.

WHY MERINO WOOL?
The merino sheep is a gift to the 
outdoor industry. This wool does it all - 
insulating and lightweight, naturally 
anti-microbial, and extra durable. To top 
it all off, it will keep your hands warm 
even when wet. Merino wool is our 
forever backup dancer and a perfect fit 
for our goat leather gloves.



OUR STORY
Goat leather gloves, actually made in  Vermont since 1920.

We have hand made goat leather 
gloves in our own vertically 
integrated factory in Randolph, 
Vermont since the day Richard 
Haupt founded the company in 
1920.

100 years ago, we began making 
gloves for lineworkers, working to 
electrify America. To this day, we 
outfit the hardest-working 
tradespeople across industries. 

In the last few years, we have 
transitioned our factory to 100% 
renewable energy, and began 
offering our industry-tested gloves 
to consumers, with a vision to use 
our legacy and brand to advocate 
for social and environmental 
responsibility.

Here at Vermont Glove, we are stubborn as hell and committed to functional design, the 
highest quality materials and the most effective methods. We are madly committed to using 
natural, renewable materials. We aspire to use our enterprise as a platform to advocate for 
environmental stewardship, economic equity and social responsibility. On top of all that, we 
make damn good gloves.



OUR VALUES

Hand made in the heart of Vermont
Founded in 1920, we have weathered trade wars and recessions, 
and never once wavered in our commitment to make our gloves 
right here in Vermont, USA. To this day, we make our gloves in our 
own vertically integrated factory in Randolph, Vermont.

Environment first
We actually care, and are putting our energy where our mouth is. 
Employing sustainable materials and methods is not just the right 
thing to do, as far as we’re concerned, it’s the only way to run a 
responsible company striving for positive change.

Work hard, play harder
We know hard work as much as the next 100 year-old, 
American-made vertically-integrated lean manufacturer, but at 
the end of the day, we’re getting in some thrills. Hitting the slopes, 
riding the class 4s, and tossing some horse shoes, all with the 
best beverage-handling gloves on the planet.

We stitch like we give a shit
Our craftsmanship is unparallelled. We employ the best stitchers 
in the world and pay living wages. We have been perfecting the 
way we make our gloves for 100 years. No short cuts; our culture 
is one of continuous improvement and quality.

Driven by our purpose, not our profits
We believe that business must be motivated by values, not greed. 
We believe that brands have an opportunity to shape the culture 
- We lead with our ethics of natural materials, sustainable energy, 
social justice, and workers’ rights.



RETAIL PACKAGING

THE VERMONTER

GOAT LEATHER GLOVES
MADE IN VERMONT SINCE 1920

SINCE 1920

THE VERMONTER

GOAT LEATHER GLOVES
MADE IN VERMONT SINCE 1920

SINCE 1920

SEAMLESS 
POINTER 
FINGER FOR 
PERFORMANCE

VERMONT GLOVE 
UNIQUE THUMB 

CONSTRUCTION

DOUBLE 
WALLED 
PALM FOR 
LONGEVITY

REINFORCED 
FINGERTIPS

SEAMS SOFTEN 
AND ROLL BACK 
WHEN BROKEN IN

DOUBLE 
STITCHED 
SEAMS

ADDITIONAL WELT 
ON SECOND SEAM

ACTUALLY 
MADE IN OUR 
OWN FACTORY 
IN RANDOLPH, 
VERMONT

VEIN PROTECTOR
2” GOAT 
LEATHER CUFF

OUTSEAM STITCHING 
FOR COMFORT & 
DEXTERITY

SINCE 1920

ACTUALLY MADE IN VERMONT

GLOVES SHOULD FEEL SNUG AT FIRST. THEY WILL 
CONFORM TO YOUR HAND ONCE BROKEN IN.

SIZING 
GUIDE

Designed for the pros, 
made for you. Our gloves 
stand up to the toughest 
work on the planet.

HAND ARMOR
Our vertically-integrated 
factory is powered by solar 
panels and heated by 
renewable wood biomass.

100% RENEWABLE
We’ve been making these 
gloves in Randolph, VT for 
over 100 years. 

SINCE 1920

Supple, durable and 
long-lasting. Goat leather 
dries soft when wet.

GOAT LEATHER
No shortcuts, no compromises. 
Our highly skilled employees 
hand-stitch every pair of gloves.

HAND MADE IN VT

VERMONTGLOVE.COM



SIZING CHART
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Print this page at 100% Scale. 
Use this key to check accuracy.

*Your index finger will determine your glove size.
*If you land between whole sizes, size down for best fit.

*Your width should match your finger length
*If it does not, contact us for a custom size with shorter fingers.
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
Fall / Winter 2022

Returns / Warranty

Order deadline: June 15, 2022
Shipments starting: August 15, 2022 - November 20

ASAP orders between Thanksgiving and Christmas are based on current inventory levels.

To get set up as a new customer or place an order: orders@vermontglove.com

Net 30

Minimum first order: $1000

Order revisions must be received 15 
days prior to order delivery date.

Orders may be delivered in up to three 
separate shipments.

Order revisions greater than 10% will 
result will be contingent on availability.

FOB: Randolph, VT ; Discrepancies & 
claims must be reported within 14 days 
of receipt of shipment.

All prices subject to change.

Past Due Accounts: A service charge of 
1% per month (12% annually) will be 
applied to past due accounts.

Vermont Glove will not accept returns 
for items that were shipped in good 
faith. We will accept returns for 
mis-shipped or damaged merchandise. 
Returns will not be accepted without 
prior authorization. A 20% restocking 
fee will be assessed on all unauthorized 
returns and collect returns shipments 
will be refused.

Vermont Glove stands by it’s exceptional 
degree of craftsmanship. Due to the 
nature of our product and them being 
utilitarian products made out of natural 
materials, they will wear in over time and 
eventually wear out. 



ORDER FORM

VERMONT GLOVE · 18 PEARL ST., RANDOLPH, VERMONT · (802) 728-9160 · hello@vermontglove.com

THE VERMONTER VTG-VERMONTER-XS
VTG-VERMONTER-S

VTG-VERMONTER-M
VTG-VERMONTER-L

VTG-VERMONTER-XL

MERCHANDISING NOTES:
This item is the leather glove only.

THE UPHILL SKIER VTG-SKI-XS
VTG-SKI-S

VTG-SKI-M
VTG-SKI-L

VTG-SKI-XL

MERCHANDISING NOTES:
This item comes with a removable 
merino wool liner.

TUTTLE VTG-TUTTLE-XS
VTG-TUTTLE-S

VTG-TUTTLE-M
VTG-TUTTLE-L

VTG-TUTTLE-XL

MERCHANDISING NOTES:
This item comes with a sewn-in 
wool/poly liner.

THE JEFFLO MITT VTG-JEFFLO-S
VTG-JEFFLO-M
VTG-JEFFLO-L

VTG-JEFFLO-XL

MERCHANDISING NOTES:
This item comes with a sewn-in 
100% recycled polyester liner.

JEEZUM VTG-JEEZUM-S
VTG-JEEZUM-M
VTG-JEEZUM-L

VTG-JEEZUM-XL

MERCHANDISING NOTES:
This item comes with a sewn-in 
100% recycled polyester liner.

CHOPPERS MITT VTG-CHOP-S
VTG-CHOP-M
VTG-CHOP-L

VTG-CHOP-XL

MERCHANDISING NOTES:
This item comes with a sewn-in 
100% recycled polyester liner.

WOOL LINER VTG-LINER-XS
VTG-LINER-S

VTG-LINER-M
VTG-LINER-L

VTG-LINER-XL

MERCHANDISING NOTES:
This item is the merino wool liner 
only, primarily for use in The 
Vermonter and The Uphill Skier.

Net 30
Minimum first order: $1000
Order revisions must be received 15 days prior to order delivery date.
Orders may be delivered in up to three separate shipments.
Order revisions greater than 10% will result will be contingent on availability.

FOB: Randolph, VT ; Discrepancies & claims must be reported within 14 days of 
receipt of shipment.
All prices subject to change.
Past Due Accounts: A service charge of 1% per month (12% annually) will be 
applied to past due accounts.

Date

Store Name

Phone

Buyer Name

Delivery Address

Billing Address (if different)

Email Address

Buyer Email

Buyer Phone

PO Number

Place an order by filling & sumbitting this 
form to orders@vermontglove.com You can 

also use your own form if you have one.


